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switch or dimmer (220 Vac DIM or light signal)

permanent current (220 Vac)

connect the bearing with the axe in the plasterkit
put the driving axe into the holder
and fasten the bolt

L
W

H

earth

N

green / yellow

Secret 2XQR-LP111 50W UNIV. 

line 1 is used to open and close the 
Secret, make sure you don’t cut off this 
circuit (you can’t use a bipolar switch)

treat the cover with an appropriate primer 
before you paint it

-too powerfull dimmers may 
give a remainder current in 
line 2, whereby the cover 

doesn’t close
-choose a dimmer in accordance to 
the capacity

!
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1
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control button

circle symbol

to adjust the opened / closed position:

1) switch the light on (the cover will open)
2) push the control button
3) wait until the lamps extinguish
4) adjust the cover by hand until it is in his 
opened position and push the control 
button to confirm the position
5) close within 3 seconds the cover by 
hand until the closed position
6) the closed position will be set into the 
memory
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warning5

position 1 position 2 position 3 position 4

to adjust the position of the device in 
function of the gravity:

1) switch the light on (the cover will open)
2) push 3 seconds on the control button 
until the circle symbol glows 
3) give short pulses on the control button 
to confirm the position:
 1 pulse = position 1
 2 pulses = position 2
 3 pulses = position 3
 4 pulses = position 4

if you switch the light fast on/off (more 
then 4 times in 1 second), the device will 
shut down to prevent an overload of the 
engine

in this case you have to wait 1 minute 
before you can turn the light back on

4) wait until the circle symbol extinguish
5) the circle symbol shows the 
programmed pulses
6) if the programmed pulses don’t match 
the position, wait 20 sec and retrieve from 
step 3
7) to confirm the adjustment, push the 
control button once

the opened / closed position and gravity 
position are stored in the permanent 
memory

the adjustments remain stored, even 
during a long current dart 
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PLASTERKIT-HOUSING SECRET QR111

ecnerefeR

kr731924 

D x W x LemaN

465x260x200PLASTERKIT-HOUSING SECRET QR111

fix the plasterkit with screws on the back of the board

fill with polyesterplaster

turn the 4 bolts to level the plasterkit to the wall 
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